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PRESS RELEASE 
 
 
 
 

FASTBALE - NON-STOP ROUND BALING AND WRAPPING FROM VICON 

 

The art of round baling has taken a massive leap forward with the unveiling of FastBale – a 

revolutionary non-stop round baler wrapper combination from Vicon that cleverly integrates a 

pre-chamber with a main chamber, and a wrapper. 

 

     Designed and developed at the Kverneland Group’s baler competence centre at Ravenna, 

Italy, FastBale represents two world firsts: it is currently the World’s only non-stop fixed 

chamber baler and secondly, it is the World’s only non-stop fixed chamber baler wrapper 

combination. 

 

     Machine layout is truly innovative with two chambers arranged in series, allowing a 

number of rollers to be shared. Operating as a pre-chamber, the first section of FastBale 

produces two-thirds of the bale. As the pre-chamber reaches its preset density, crop flow is 

diverted into the main bale chamber allowing baling to continue non-stop. 

 

     The pre-chamber is then opened, moving the pre-formed bale into the main chamber, 

where it can be taken to its maximum size of 1.25m. Once bale formation is complete, crop 

flow is switched back to the pre-chamber, again to allow baling to continue non-stop. Net is 

then applied to the completed bale, the tailgate is opened and the finished bale is transferred 

onto the wrapper. This entire process enables baling to continue uninterrupted. 

 

/ … 
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     To make bale transfer simple, reliable and fuss-free, the engineering team devised a 

wrapper frame mounted on a parallel linkage. This enables the wrapper to be lowered to meet 

the completed bale as it simply rolls from the main chamber. This avoids the need for a 

complex mechanical transfer system. 

 

     As this point, the wrapper is raised to allow twin satellite arms to wrap the bale. Unlike 

traditional wrapping mechanisms, FastBale’s twin satellite arms offer a fresh look at the 

wrapping process and rotate in a vertical plane. Once complete, the wrapper is lowered, and 

the rear wrapper roller is then raised, gently releasing the wrapped bale onto the ground. 

 

     FastBale’s ingenious design has enabled the baler competence centre to create an 

extremely compact machine – FastBale is shorter than any other baler-wrapper combination 

on the market. 

 

     Following several seasons of testing, FastBale will be revealed at the forthcoming 2015 

SIMA Show, where it has been awarded a silver medal for innovation. Field evaluation and 

development in a range of crop conditions will continue throughout 2015 prior to full 

commercial availability. 

 

     The development of FastBale is a direct result of the Kverneland Group’s significant 

investment in its baler manufacturing facility, as it seeks to take a leading position in the 

round baler market. 

 

FastBale video: 
http://download.kvernelandgroup.com/layout/set/content/Media/Multimedia/Video_VI_FastBale 
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*** 

 
 

Kverneland Group is a leading international company developing, producing and distributing 
agricultural machinery and services. Strong focus on innovation allows us to provide a unique and 
broad product range with high quality. Kverneland Group offers an extensive package aimed at the 
professional farming community, covering the areas of soil preparation, seeding, forage and bale 
equipment, spreading, spraying and electronic solutions for agricultural tractors and machinery. For 
more information on Kverneland Group visit www.kvernelandgroup.com  
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Vicon and iM FARMING Online: 
 
 

    
Visit our web site 
uk.vicon.eu 

 

Like us on facebook 
www.facebook.com/KvernelandGroup 
www.facebook.com/iMFarming 
 

    

 

Watch us on YouTube 
www.youtube.com/kvernelandgrp 

 

Follow us on Twitter 
@KvernelandGroup 
@iM_Farming 

 


